WE BELIEVE THAT EVERY CHILD DESERVES LITERACY.

E L E M E N T A R Y

L I T E R A C Y ' S

Holiday Gift Guide
This holiday season, give the gift of reading.

OUR MISSION
To offer and
champion the
development of
high-quality
early literacy
programs and
policies across
New Brunswick.

ABOUT ELEMENTARY
LITERACY
We are a collaborative non-profit that
develops and provides science-based
structured literacy programs to close
the literacy gap. We work to empower
kids and advocate for progressive
policy. The programs we deliver impact
struggling readers at a critical time in
their education. We know that the right
interventions can lead to exceptional
outcomes for each of these emerging
readers.

Holiday Gift Guide
$200

$30

BOOK DONATION - CLEF

This donation contributes to the
purchase of new books for our
reading support programs, as
we assemble a library of diverse
and accessible books. These
contribute to reinforcing reading
gains as well as enjoyment and
connection in our students.

CHROMEBOOK

We have tablets and
Chromebooks to lend for
students who have limited
resources, to ensure that
these students can have
access to our distance
learning programs.

$30

ADOPT A SCHOOL

Provide all referred students
from an elementary school in
your community with the
opportunity to participate in
the ELF@School program.
Partnering with schools allows
Elementary Literacy to reach
even more children across the
province.

$50

SENSORY KIT - BARTON

Children learn best using all
of their senses; tactile,
visual, auditory, and
kinesthetic. Sensory kits are
a great way to support
learning and development in
children. The Barton
program uses tiles specific
to the sounds and syllables
taught at each level of the
program.

www.elementaryliteracy.ca

$20
$1500

SUPPORT
RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT

Give the gift of words! A rich
vocabulary is necessary for
reading well and you can help us
develop impactful, researchbased programming to boost
breadth and depth of children's
word knowledge in NB, setting
them up for a path to success.
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COMPLETION PRIZE - BARTON

Provide a hard working student
with a well-deserved prize for
level completion. The level prizes
recognize the child's hard work as
well as giving the opportunity to
put their new skills to practice.
Each gift includes a book at the
student’s reading level and
stickers.

$3000

GIFT A HEADSET

THE GIFT OF COMMUNITY

Elementary Literacy has
become so much more than
an in-school support. This gift
supports in-school, afterschool and summer activities
in the community of your
choice.

SPONSOR AN ELF @HOME CHILD

Contribute to Elementary
Literacy’s ability to provide the
ELF program to struggling
readers at no cost to them. This
gift goes toward the research
and development of evidencebased reading activities and
training volunteers who deliver
the program.

$20

$20

Provide one of our virtual
students with clear audio and
better focus for their tutoring
sessions. We lend headphones
to students who have limited
resources to ensure that all
students have the best learning
experience possible.

$100

$50
GIVE A STUDENT BURSARY

Many of our hard-working
volunteers are university students
studying education and other
literacy-centred programs. This
gift contributes to a bursary for
one of our volunteers to buy
school textbooks and other
school supplies. When we
support these students, we are
supporting the future of New
Brunswick’s education system.

www.elementaryliteracy.ca
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HOW TO SEND A GIFT

$50

CANADAHELPS.ORG
CHEQUE
Visit Elementary Literacy's
page and select the gift you
have chosen in the Campaigns
menu.
SPONSOR A CLEF À LA MAISON CHILD

Contribute to Elementary Literacy’s
ability to provide the CLEF program
to struggling readers at no cost to
them. This gift goes toward the
research and development of
evidence-based reading activities
and training volunteers who deliver
the program.

Indicate your chosen gift in
the Comments/Memo field
so we can send the
corresponding gift
certificate.
Cheques payable to

Please contact
mandi@
elementaryliteracynb.com

Elementary Literacy
PO Box 305, Station A
Fredericton, NB, E3B 4Y9

with any questions.

$400
Each gift includes a certificate sent by e-mail followed
by a card sent by mail which contain details of the gift
and the impact it will have on children in the
community.
All gifts are eligible for tax receipts.
SPONSOR A BARTON CHILD

Provide a struggling student with
an opportunity to learn using the
Orton-Gillingham approach. Gifts
like yours make it possible for a
student to get the literacy support
they need. The price covers a
complete fall or winter semester.

www.elementaryliteracy.ca

